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From powder

to paste

Step A

Store the alginate in

the light and air-

proof Cavex storage

container, to keep it

in top condition.

First stir the alginate

powder to loosen.

Step B

Level off the powder

in the Cavex measu-

ring scoop for the

correct quantity.

Add the correct

amount of room-

temperature water

from the Cavex

dosing bottle.

Step C

Put the powder and

water into the flexible

Cavex mixing bowl.

Stir for 10 seconds

until all the water

has been absorbed.

Rap the spatula

sharply against the

flexible side until all

the lumps are gone

and the paste is nice

and smooth.

The recipe for a perfect impression
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From paste to

impression

Step D

Fill the tray with the

alginate paste, indi-

cating the occlusion

in the full tray with

a moistened finger.

Step E

The dentist places

the tray in the

mouth, allows the

paste to cure and

removes the tray

from the patient's

mouth in one swift,

supple movement.

Step F

Rinse off the tray

with the impression

in cold water and

tap off any super-

fluous water.

Disinfect the impres-

sion, then rinse

again and tap off on

your hand.

And then the final

step, off to the

laboratory

Place the still-damp

tray in a plastic bag

without adding any

water, wet cotton

wool or other mois-

turisers. Seal the

bag hermetically, to

retain the atmosphe-

ric humidity.

Cavex alginates and accessories are delivered by your dental depot. For further information

on product composition and applications, contact Cavex, on +31 23 530 77 00 - Dental

Customer Service, or at www.cavex.nl
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